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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

NORC SAUBER cleans the inside of your engine, restoring compression back to 
factory specifications. It is optimum reliability ensures that your engine is cleaned 
of sludge build up after every use. 

NORC SAUBER engine flush is an advanced internal engine cleaner, perfectly 
formulated to restore the peak power up to 99%. It removes harmful deposits 
and sludge, such as carbon build-up on engine parts. Also, it increases the 
engine’s corrosion protection and output performance.  

NORC SAUBER is scientifically engineered and developed to protect engine from 
expensive damages and to increase compression power, while minimizing engine 
wear and tear, reducing emissions, and improving fuel economy. 

 
 

BENEFITS 

- Track & Lab Tested. 

- Non-Aggressive Formulation & Friendly on Seals. 

- Restores Engine Compression Power by 99%. 

- Restores Combustion Quality & Increases Output Power. 

- Improves Fuel Economy 

- Reduces Emission. 

- Protects Engine From Wear & Tear. 

- Safe and recommended to use at every oil change. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
Engine Flush to restore peak power up to 99%. 
 
 
 

USAGE 
Directly add one bottle into the engine to treat up to 5 liters of motor oil. Add 
directly into engine oil prior oil change interval. Run engine stationary and give 
throttle intermittently for approximately 10 minutes. Drain; replace motor oil and 
oil filter. Recommended to use at every oil change. 
 
 

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 
 

PROPERTY UNIT TEST METHOD NORC SAUBER 

Kinematic Viscosity @ 40⁰C Cst ASTM D445 1.12 

Kinematic Viscosity @ 100⁰C Cst ASTM D445 25 

Insolubles % ASTM D893 0.1 

Dispergency  ASTM D 1120 87 

Water Content Vol %  <0.05 

Total Base Number mg KOH/g ASTM D2896 2.26 

PQ Index  PQA 13 
 

The above data is just an indication based on production, and does not considered to be actual 
specification. “NANO OIL REFINING COMPANY NORC GmbH” holds its right to make modifications.  

 


